1. The only major enemy military activity reported in II Corps during the past 24 hour period occurred in Kontum, Kontum Province. During the hours of 2345-0300 on 20-21 March, Kontum City received 19 rocket and 30 mortar rounds. The airfield received an additional 35 rocket rounds. During the hours of 1700-0015 hours on 20-21 March, an outpost at AS 009969 also received mortar fire. The airfield in Kontum and other provinces in II Corps remained secure throughout the reporting period, although contact with the tower was recommended before landing at Kontum.

2. In Tuyen Duc Province, minor enemy activity of an undisclosed nature centered around Don Duong District Town during the day of 20 March. This activity appears to be a continuation of the activity that began on 13 March in this area (see ).

3. In Dak lac Province, friendly air and artillery strikes hit a Viet Cong (VC) battalion at 1600 hours on 20 March Three kilometers outside of Ban Me Thuot. Eighteen VC (by body count) were killed. During the night of 20-21 March an Army of the Republic of Vietnam battalion of the 45th Regiment ran into and engaged an estimated two-battalion size unit in a fire fight Eight kilometers Northwest of Ban Me Thuot. Results of this action have not yet been received.
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